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like snapchat and igtv the convention on tiktok is to
upload vertical videos the ideal aspect ratio is 1080x1920
write a suitable description of each video and include
relevant hashtags pick an exciting thumbnail image for
each video make sure you pick the most appropriate
categories for your videos until tiktok s advertising
network develops further the easiest way for tiktok
influencers to earn money is by making direct
arrangements with brands as people become better
known on the platform they will begin to have brands
approach them with business propositions once you
count your followers in the thousands you can start to
look at monetizing tiktok companies have been known to
pay 200 to 20 000 per branded video promoted by
influencers depending on the individual s level of
influence for sharing tips for content creation asking other
tiktokers for help and other things that pertain to creating
content not for promoting videos this is a community run
subreddit we have no official affiliation with tiktok unlike
with youtube where you sell space on your videos and
channel page for advertising at a rate decided by google
tiktok does not yet compensate most of its users for
running ads on their posted photos as such tiktok
influencers and brands don t have an intermediary or any
set rates if they choose to work together brands make
deals with influencers and prices can vary markedly
depending on the circumstances however one thing is
consistent in nearly all cases influencers get paid more if
they have both a high engagement rate as well as a high
number of followers brands have learned that you can
easily buy followers who are of no practical value to
anybody hence they are far more interested in you having
genuine followers those who interact with your posts
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